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Dealer Lee’s Country RV
Phone: 8129343210
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Email: Mwilliams@leescountryrv.com

Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 08/29/2023

Description New 2024 CrossRoads RV Cruiser Aire CR32BH CrossRoads RV Cruiser Aire fifth
wheel CR32BH highlights: Private Bunkhouse Dual Entry Doors Exterior Kitchen
Triple Slides Bath and a Half Exterior Docking Station   If you've been dreaming of
camping with friends and family, take a look at this fifth wheel that can sleep nine
people each night. The little ones will spend their time in the private bunkhouse
when they're not outside riding their bikes. The half bath includes its own exterior
entry door so your guests won't drag dirt through the whole trailer just to use the
restroom, and the second entry door conveniently leads into the main living area.
Here, you can relax on the booth dinette and tri-fold sofa within the large slide out,
and if you're wanting even more comfort, just choose the optional power theatre
seats in place of the tri-fold sofa. You will find all the appliances indoors to
prepare meals each day, plus there is an exterior kitchen that will be perfect when
frying fish or bacon!   Each one of these CrossRoads RV Cruiser Aire fifth wheels
and travel trailers have high end features incorporated into them! Some of these
features include a Secure Stance entry step, pass-through storage with magnetic
slam latch doors to keep your gear stored safely, and electric awnings with LED
lights to highlight the good times at night. Their construction consists of a one
piece seamless super flex roof, a five sided aluminum construction, and an
aerodynamic painted front cap for an easier tow. Stay connected where ever you
go with the HD digital TV antenna with Winegard WiFi prep. The interior includes
hardwood cabinet doors, spacious bedroom closets, LED lighting, and many more
comforts.  Front Bedroom|Bunkhouse|Two Entry/Exit Doors|Outdoor Kitchen|Bath
and a Half
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2024 Cruiser Aire CR32BH $80,917
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 2434
VIN Number: 586-2434
Condition: New
Length: 438
Sleeps: 9
Slideouts: 3

Item address 7211 E ST RD 46, 47006, Batesville, Indiana, United States
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